The goal of Motenas Japan
to make the word "Omotenashi (Japanese hospitality)" known globally
www.motenas-japan.jp
Japan's tangible and intangible infrastructures, which form the foundation for daily living and enable people

MOTENAS JAPAN
M o te na s J a pa n

here to enjoy a sense of security, safety, cleanliness, kindness and tastiness, are of an internationally
unparalleled level. We are proud to share our culture with the world. Motenas Japan offers foreign visitors
opportunities to experience this country's wonderful attributes in both tangible and intangible aspects.

www.motenas-japan.jp

H i g h-cl a ss sp a fo r VIP member s o n ly

Si t e

CHEL S EA M O O N The R e s or t

3-38-25, Ebisu, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo

The building housing CHELSEA MOON The Resort is an
extremely valuable structure combining a 100-year-old Japanese
traditional form with a Western mode. In former years, the
building had been used by foreign embassy officials and
diplomats. At the entrance to the site, a large cherry tree
represents Japan. The resort salon, surrounded by rich-green
Japanese gardens and a pond, is so relaxing that it is hard to
believe it's in the city center of Tokyo.

www.motenas-japan.jp
Contact / Reservation
Kowa Group

Operating Company

Maxystyle Inc.

T E L

Toko Bldg.6F,4-11-1, Nihonbashi-honcho,
Chuo-ku, Tokyo, 103-0023 JAPAN

+ 81- 3 - 5 8 4 7 - 2 8 8 3
( Registration time / Mon. 〜 Fri.
[except for public holidays] 10：00 〜 18：00 )

E-mail

reserve@motenas-japan.jp

Authentic Japanese culture and hospitality
for visitors to Japan

Cul t ural pl an

Tea ceremony, flower arrangement and calligraphy
Feel Japan's spirit through traditional cultural experiences such as
the tea ceremony, flower arrangement and calligraphy.
Special time spent in a kimono relaxes your mind.
Guests can experience traditional cultures that have carried Japan's spirit
through to today’ s world, such as the tea ceremony, flower arrangement and
calligraphy, dressed in a kimono (picture-taking in the Japanese garden is
included).

Pr e m ium plan

Tea ceremony

Noh play
Become mesmerized by the world of the Noh play, the
most prominent Japanese performing art.
In a private setting, one can fully enjoy the world of the Noh play,
the most prominent Japanese performing art. This special plan
offers guests the opportunity to directly hear about the Noh art from
shite-kata (main performers) and other performers, while closely
watching performers put on national treasure-class theatrical
costumes.

Ent ert ai nment pl an

Geisha
Have fun in a private space with geishas who convey Edo chic to
today's world.

Flower arrangement

Authentic geishas with strict training in the art create a glamorous atmosphere
using traditional party entertainment. They will play games with you too, making
conversations even more enjoyable. Become fascinated by our geishas' elegant
artistry and moments of true fleshpot culture.

Luxurious moments to fully appreciate ultimate hospitality and Japanese
traditional culture, which cannot be enjoyed anywhere else
Specia l p l a n

Experience the Urasenke school of tea ceremony where
one can actually make and taste tea under the
instruction of an esteemed teacher. The combination of
Japanese confectioneries and green tea is also an
exquisite taste.

Guests can experience the Kitayama Misho school of
flower arrangement where they can appreciate the
Japanese-ness experienced through the arrangement of
flowers in quiet purity.

Experience the elegance of first-class geishas dancing in the
beautiful former residence of early foreign settlers.
You will enjoy yourself to the fullest with geisha party play and
traditional performance by Hokans (there remain only a few
Hokans today).
※

Calligraphy
Grind an ink stick to prepare ink and write your favorite
word on a white fan. Take the fan home as a memorable
souvenir.

※Hokan:
entertainer who amusingly mediates between geishas and guests = Taikomochi (clown).

Kabuki
Traditional performing art passed down from the Edo period
Kabuki, a world intangible cultural heritage, was created 400 years ago,
around the same time that Shakespeare was born in England and opera
was established in Italy. Kabuki started in the Edo period and
immediately became fanatically popular among citizens. "Ka" in Kabuki
means music, "bu" and "ki" mean acting performance. Kabuki was a
contemporary style of drama in the Edo period, whose audience was
made up of common people irrespective of age or gender. As such,
Kabuki incorporated modern manners and customs of the day so that it
could be understood easily by anyone.
This plan shows and explains the steps a Kabuki actor goes through to
be ready for performance, including make-up and costuming.
Afterwards, the Kabuki actors perform a Kabuki dance.

Option

Valuable Japanese folk culture Tengu
Sukeroku

Tenaraiko

& Hyottoko

Tengu and Hyottoko are goblins in a legend that has been passed
down since ancient times in Japan. A combination with other plans
will enhance the atmosphere of the presentation.

Kagamijishi
M assage pl an

Aroma massage & beauty salon treatment
Entert a i n me n t p l a n

Ninja

Enjoy a fully customized aroma massage and beauty salon
treatment.

Physically experience the spirit of shinobi (the art of the
ninja), a Japanese cultural asset, and an authentic ninja of
modern times!

Our service is characterized by a fully customized aroma massage using
high-quality aroma oil and beauty salon treatment - a treatment specifically
suited to each customer.

The ninja still enjoys enormous popularity in Japanese historical
culture. We have prepared a ninja experience for guests. The ninja has
played an active role in the backstage of history. These are the people
who have taken on shadow jobs such as information gathering and
espionage, using every kind of technique.
Most ninja schools disappeared due to the stable conditions of the
Tokugawa Shogunate, and their knowledge and martial arts have been
passed down by only a few schools.
Under the instruction of the 18th head of the Musashi clan, our ninja
experience plan displays traditional martial arts handed down from
their ancestors, arts which were never previously allowed to be
revealed outside the family. The ninjas will entertain you with such
ninja techniques as shuriken (knife) throwing, blowgun blowing,
meditation and Kuji-kiri (self-defense incantation), under the motto:
Treasure every encounter, for it will never recur.

Aroma massage using high-quality aroma oil and shiatsu, a
Japanese traditional massage technique using finger/palm
pressure, will completely relax stiffness.

Dinner prepared by dispatched ﬁrst-class cooks
Our high-class Japanese, Western and Chinese dinners are prepared with
seasonal ingredients that are strictly selected. Enjoy a luxurious time while
watching the Japanese garden, an experience hard to find anywhere else.

For every plan, we can provide an attendant (interpreter).
※Musashi clan
Musashi clan's ancestors belonged to the Shibata clan as their Iga-school ninjas. After the Shibata clan was defeated in
the battle of Shizugatake in 1583, Ieyasu Tokugawa (the first Shogun of the Edo government) took them in as his ninjas
because they were from Mikawa, the home territory of the Tokugawa clan. They served in the government of Edo for 265
years. In 2010, after the 50th anniversary marking the death of the clan’ s 16th head, the 18th head and the master ninja
of their clan opened a small dojo (training hall) in Tabata, Tokyo and continue to play active roles as contemporary ninjas.

Professional photography & album service
We also have plans for services that may be dispatched to
the site you like.
We dispatch services to the place you choose, without compromising the atmosphere
of the live presentation, which is a characteristic of Motenas Japan. Feel free to ask us
about sites and plans.

